
  
 

Key Advices for Intended Parents Who Go to Ukraine to Have Children 

through ART 
 

Ukraine is one of not numerous states that have legally provided the use of assisted reproductive 

technologies. 

The methods of treatment by assisted reproductive technologies include: in-vitro fertilization 

(IVF); insemination; application of donors gametal cells and embryos; surrogacy motherhood. 

Under Ukrainian law, the intended parents are considered as the patients of assisted reproductive 

technologies treatment and shall pass the treatment according to Order of the Ministry of Health of 

Ukraine No. 787 adopted on the 09 of September 2013 “On the Approval of the Procedure of 

assisted reproductive technologies appliance in Ukraine” (hereinafter Order No. 787).  

 

The relations with medical institution are designed by filling the necessary applications by the 

patients (intended parents). Order No. 787 provides the forms of these applications.  

 

Assisted reproductive technologies shall be applied only under medical indications by the written 

free will of the patient and by the statement of the patient (patients) concerning the application of 

assisted reproductive technologies, (the form of this statement is provided by the Order No. 787).  

 

ART can be carried out only in Ukrainian clinics  that are licensed to the business of medical 

practice, hold accreditation certificate and own appropriate equipment and machinery. 

Intended parents have the right to choose freely the clinic on their own discretion, there is no need 

to receive official direction for treatment.  

 

It is allowed to use assisted reproductive technologies only for married couples. 
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Intended parents file all necessary documents directly in the clinic. The issue regarding the method 

of treatment to apply is solved after the intended parents file application in clinic and pass the 

appropriate medical examination. 

 

The scheme of application of ART is as following: 

1. Intended parents choose the clinic; agree the terms of their cooperation and fees. 

2. Execute necessary documents in clinic, pass examination and treatment, carry the 

pregnancy, and gave birth to a child. 

3. Register the childbirth according to Ukrainian law. 

4. Receive child travel document at the consulate (embassy) of their country situated in 

Ukraine. 

5. Take the child abroad. 

 

Ukrainian legislation recognizes the intended parents as the sole legal parents of a child born with 

assisted reproductive technologies; accordingly, they bear all parental rights under Ukrainian law 

and are obliged to register the child birth in accordance with the requirements of Ukrainian law. 

 

Those couples who temporarily enter Ukraine for treatment with assisted reproductive 

technologies do not have any right to receive state monetary support for child birth with the 

assisted reproductive technologies. Foreigners have right to receive state monetary support for the 

child birth only if they live on the territory of Ukraine permanently. 

 

The costs for medical treatment with assisted reproductive technologies differ depending from the 

methods of treatment, clinic tariffs for services, the scope of services, attempts of fertilization etc. 

 

To take the child through Ukrainian border custom authorities, apart from the child certificate of 

birth, will require travel document for the child issued by the consulate of parents’ country of 

residence.   

 

Ukraine has set free visa regime for citizens of US, Canada, Japan, European Union countries, 

Norway, Monaco, San Marino, Andorra, Iceland, Swiss Confederation and Liechtenstein. Free visa 

regime is established for the period of up to 90 days staying in the country. 
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If intended parents come from the country that does not have free visa regime with Ukraine the 

possible solution for them is to get short term visa marked as type C or VC.  Short term visa is 

processed as one-time, two-time or multiple visa for the period of six month or other period, 

depending from the documents which are the basis to process visa but no longer than for 5 years 

period. 

 

The ground to process visa may be invitation from medical institution of Ukraine.  

 

Unfortunately, Ukrainian insurance companies do not have insurance programs covering treatment 

by supporting reproductive technologies (including surrogate motherhood).  Therefore, intended 

parents shall personally bear all expenses of supporting reproductive technologies treatment.  

 

Surrogacy Motherhood 
 

One of the methods of ART treatment is surrogacy motherhood. Only married spouses have the 

right to use surrogate motherhood method.  The intended parents have to pass medical examination 

in the clinic and file at the clinic all necessary documents among which the application for use of 

assisted reproductive technologies treatment, the application of the recipient of donor gametal cell 

etc.  

 

Intended parents may use surrogate motherhood method only under certain medical indications 

provided by the Order (e.g. absence of womb, unsuccessful 4 or more attempts to use assisted 

reproductive technologies treatment, difficult somatic disease that make impossible to carry the 

pregnancy, deformation of womb etc.). 

 

It is worth to pay attention that surrogate mother cannot be biologically connected with the child. 

Therefore, the surrogacy motherhood in Ukraine is allowed only with use of spouses and donors 

gametal cells. 

 

Usually each clinic has its database of potential surrogate mothers and the intended parents have 

opportunity to choose the woman from this database. The surrogate mother may also be the 
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woman acquainted with the intended parents or their relative, provided she meets particular 

requirements. 

 

List of documents to be submitted by a surrogate mother:  

- application of a surrogate mother;  

- copy of the passport of a surrogate mother;  

- copy of marriage certificate or divorce of surrogate mother (exception for single women);  

- copy of the birth certificate of the child (children);  

- consent of the husband of a surrogate mother for her participation in the surrogacy program 

(exception for single women). 

 

The list of documents required from intended parents:  

- statement of patient/patients on the use of ART;  

- copies of passports;  

- copy of marriage certificate;  

- notarized copy of the written joint agreement between the surrogate mother and spouses. 

 

The intended parents are recognized automatically as the parents of a child by virtue of law 

provisions and are registered as the sole legal parents of a child on child certificate of birth.  

To register the child birth the intended parents shall also submit to register office:  

• Notarized written consent of the surrogate mother to record the spouses as the parents of 

child; 

• Certificate verifying genetic connection of the parents (father or mother) with the child; 

 

Surrogacy motherhood is allowed only in 15 countries, the rest of counties forbid it, establish 

criminal responsibility or allow under certain conditions. Some countries permit only non-

commercial surrogacy and very often recognition of the spouse’s paternity over the surrogate born 

child is possible only through the court proceeding (England, Ireland). 

 

The fact is that in the majority of cases, legal recognition of the spouses’ paternity in Ukraine does 

not create any parental rights for them in the country of their residence. Therefore, before entering 

Ukraine for surrogacy arrangements it is necessary to investigate the legal regulation of surrogacy 
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in the domestic jurisdiction of foreign parents and make sure that there is a legal possibility to take 

the child home and recognize the paternity in the country of the parent’s residence.  

 

Assisted reproductive technologies are lawful in Ukraine and are recognized as the methods of 

infertility treatment. Ukrainian jurisdiction allows for intended parents to be legally recognized as 

the parents of the child and to be registered as such in child certificate of birth. However, 

Ukrainian recognition of child paternity does not create any grounds for the intended parents to 

recognize their paternity in the country of their domicile if assisted reproductive technologies are 

restricted or forbidden there. Therefore, before entering Ukraine for assisted reproductive 

technologies treatment, intended parents have to consider all legal aspects of their paternity 

recognition in Ukraine and abroad and receive competent legal counselling. Only cognizance of 

domestic and Ukrainian law may serve as a good pledge of their legal paternity over the tiny baby. 

 
AGA Partners Law Firm                                                                                                     27.02.2014 
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